Welcome

Red the Uniform Tailor provides on-line uniform stores for public safety & first responder agencies throughout the US and Canada.

This is how it works.....
Focusing on your Goals

Keeping pace with 21st century technology

RTUT will help you to take advantage of modern technology to manage time, resources and money, when it comes to developing and maintaining a successful, stress-free uniform program, allowing each of us to focus on the things we do best.

No more paper purchase orders will be necessary.
RTUT is a TRAILBLAZER in ONLINE STORES

RTUT has successfully managed online stores for municipal and corporate entities for more than five years, serving thousands of employees and multiple locations across the country.

We are able to combine local service with the efficiency of cyber-technology to streamline your uniform fulfillment needs.

For agencies near one of RTUT’s 5 retail locations, pick-up and related customer service is also available.
Online Stores are Private

- Your employees access a totally private store and are offered a 24 hour shopping portal.
- Multiple levels of security are provided and an encrypted password system is used.
- Employees only see the products that have been approved for their job function.
- One or more admins may be designated by your agency to monitor employee activity.
Adding a Company Portal

RTUT sets up the basic structure for your online company store, including:
- detailed product information
- web-based employee shopping cart
- corporate shipping and billing data
- comprehensive set of real-time reports

Your administrative staff no longer needs to:
- submit purchase order forms
- process orders
- monitor employee allotments or allowance balances
- prepare reports for Senior Management
Maintaining your Company Individuality

Each Agency makes independent product and buying decisions

• A range of products is offered to meet different budget* and operational variations.

• Each participating agency
  • defines the ordering guidelines for its employees
  • provides logos for patches, embroidery and/or screening, to be done by RTUT
  • sets annual allotment or allowance quantities which automatically reset at employee anniversary dates
  • designates which products are restricted to specific job descriptions
  • identifies core product to be purchased by agency vs. value-added product to be purchased by employee’s personal credit card

• System
  • can be synchronized with employee deduction procedures
  • can be run by quartermasters or by employee direct purchasing
  • has built in return process
  • allows employees or admin staff to self-monitor their order history and available allowance/allotment levels
  • offers access to online reports to designated management personnel
Authorizing Purchasing

For Agencies requiring Purchase Orders and/or Approvals

• For agencies using blanket purchase orders, the number can be entered on a time-based order period.

• For agencies that need a separate purchase order for each employee, the purchase order can be entered on a per order basis.

• When employees are doing their own ordering, and the agency needs to approve each purchase, a boomerang system can be set-up that will send order to designated supervisor to approve/decline before order is actually sent to store. Purchase order number can be added at that time, if needed.
Automating Product & Embellishment Assignments

A key factor in assuring that an online ordering system will work, is to create a system where (a) only the approved items and colors are available to each employee and (b) the order will automatically include all needed information regarding patches, embroidery, nametapes and heat transfers.

We accomplish this by incorporating the following into our set-up:

- Job titles will accurately reflect not only what products are available to employees with that job title, but the color(s) they can have, and the embellishments that job title gets.
- If embroidery for name tapes or direct embroidery is different within a job title, then a monogram is assigned to the individual, that is unique to them. Some agencies allow first name OR full name, nicknames, etc. For that the monogram is useful.

All this information is included into the order that is downloaded into the RTUT system, through logo package and monogram identifiers.

RTUT staff follow a patchbook created specifically for each agency, that links the identifiers to images that serve as a guide in the embroidery department.
Summary Features of Internet Inventory Management System

- Our custom web module on www.rtut.com will feature the products/prices for each agency
- Your product line will be organized by job category
- Separate collections of products can be set up for different groups of employees – i.e. traffic safety, CIS, dispatch, bike patrol, etc.
- A database of shipping/billing information is maintained to simplify purchasing
- An order history database is accessible to check past orders and quick click to repeat orders
- Shelf inventory is always monitored
- Your prices are generally 33% or more less than list price, and likely 10-15% less than local discounters might offer
- Reports are provided for Senior Management including, but not limited to:
  - Transaction Reports
  - Open Order Reports
  - View Orders
  - Accounting
  - Allowance/Allotment Reports
  - Return Reports
  - Credit Card Reports
  - Sales Trends
  - Product Lists

Summary Features of Uniform Extension Services

- Honor Guard Programs
- Coupon programs as incentives for your employees
- Insignias and service pins to build employee pride
- Logowear and ad specialty give-aways to build corporate branding in your community
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Why Choose RTUT as your Strategic Partner?

We will jump through hoops to meet your needs....

• RTUT is dedicated to serving your best interest by containing costs.

• RTUT is an award-winning company that stands ready to provide you with the best product that is managed with a state-of-the-art internet-based inventory system, providing flexibility and ease of use for all your company personnel.

• RTUT has decades of experience in serving the first responder sector and is leader in providing expert design, utilizing streamlined technology, navigating the global marketplace for the best resources, and maintaining a strong network of marketing partners.

• References are available on request.
WE’RE ALWAYS OPEN TO SUGGESTIONS!

Special Needs or New Ideas?
Let us know if you need modifications or additions to the system:
• Would another report be helpful?
• Are you stumbling over any steps
• What will make your human resources staff happier?
• And does senior management get as much information as they’d like?

If you have questions, please call us.
With product/production questions: 1- 848-0112
With web system questions: 1-732-833-6869

• We offer free webinar training for your admin staff on how to use the on-line store.
• There is no cost for store set-up.